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Introduction. The main result of this paper concerns operators which commute

with all rotations on certain spaces of functions on Sk, the /¿-dimensional sphere

(k^2), namely C, L1, L". The proofs use harmonic analysis of various spaces of

functions and measures on Sk, which involves the ultraspherical polynomials.

Notation. Sk admits a group of rotations, namely the special orthogonal group

SOfc + 1. The result of the action of the rotation a on the point x will be denoted by

xa. The "rotation" operator Ra acting on functions (f) and measures (/*) is defined

by

RJ(x) = /(*«)   for all x e Sk,

Rap(E) = n(Ea)   for all /¿-measurable subsets E of Sk.

P% is the ultraspherical polynomial of index A and degree n (normalized by

^nO)=l)- Considering Sk imbedded as the unit sphere in Rk + 1, let x-y be the

ordinary inner product of the vectors which correspond to the points x and y

(— 1 ̂ x-y¿ 1). Sk has a unique rotation invariant Borel measure, say m, such that

m(Sk)=l, and the use of this measure is implied by notations such as "dx";

further let Lp(Sk)=Lp(Sk, ni).

Statement of results. With each ¡j, e M(Sk), the space of finite regular Borel

measures on Sk, and each /eL1^'), the following continuous functions are

associated :

fin(x) = jgk Pf - »'2(x y)My)       " = 0, 1, 2,...

and

/„(*) = jsh n-iV\x-y)f{y) dy     n = 0, 1, 2,...

respectively. The sequence {fin} [{/„}] determines /*[/] uniquely. We choose a north
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pole p on Sk and then define the space of zonal measures to be the set of all

fi e M(Sk) which are invariant under all rotations which leave/) fixed (i.e., Ra¡j, = fi.

for all a such that pa =p). The zonal functions are defined to be the integrable

functions on Sk satisfying the same invariance condition. If /x is a zonal measure

then it is determined by a complex sequence {fin: n = 0, 1, 2,...} where ßn = ßn(p)

and fin(x)=finPn~1)l2(p-x) for n = 0, 1, 2,... (similarly for zonal functions). The

main theorems (§§8, 10) state that to each bounded endomorphism T of C(Sk) or

of L1(Sk) which commutes with all rotations (i.e., all Ra) there corresponds a

zonal measure ¡x such that

(2j0»~(*) = ßnfnix)       for n - 0, 1, 2,....

Another result (§6) is that for any infinite subset E of the nonnegative integers

the set of restrictions to E of all the sequences {/„}, where/is a zonal function, is

always a proper subset of the space of all complex functions on E which tend to

zero at infinity.

I. Harmonic Analysis

1. Introduction to the convolution. The chief tool in this work is the convolution

operation which may be defined between a zonal measure (function) and an ordinary

measure (function) on Sk. The ultraspherical polynomials of index (k—l)j2 are

closely connected with this operation and make possible the determination of the

complex homomorphisms of resulting Banach algebras. Specifically the following

are Banach algebras under addition and convolution: the spaces of the zonal

measures, the zonal ¿"-functions for some q, 1 g^fSoo, and the zonal continuous

functions.

We write G for SC\ +1 and S for Sk. For any x e S let Gx be the (closed) subgroup

of G leaving x fixed. There is a homeomorphism between the orbit space «S/Gp

and the closed interval [—1, 1] induced by the continuous map x^p-x, that is,

if a e Gp then p ■ x =p • xa, and if p ■ x =p ■ y then y = xa for some aeGp. (The proofs

for this statement as well as for the other statements of this section are routine and

can be found in [3].) Thus there is an isomorphism between zonal functions and

functions on [—1, 1]. Under this isomorphism the space of zonal functions maps

isometrically onto L\[—l, 1], i2(fc_1)/2) where £lA is the measure aK(l — tz)A~ll2dt

(a* is such that Ji1 dQÁ(t)=l). The polynomials Pn(0, n = 0, 1,2,..., form a

complete orthogonal set on [—1, 1] with respect to the measure QA. Hence

the functions [of xeS] P£~1)l2(p-x) form a complete orthogonal set of zonal

functions.

2. Definitions and properties of convolution.

Definition. Let xeS and define C(S; x)={fe C(S): RJ=f for all aeGx)

and similarly Lq(S; x) and M(S; x).
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In particular for x =/? the above spaces are the zonal ones. Each of the above is

a Banach space under the usual norm. For any x e S we define the map <px from

C(S;p), LQ(S;p), M(S;p) to C(S; x), Lq(S; x), M(S; x) respectively, by using the

following fact: if a,ßeG such that xa = xß=p, and ¡x.eM{S;p) then RaLi =

RB{j, e M(S; x); so we define yxfj, to be Raf¿. It is easy to see that <px is an isometric

isomorphism onto.

Next we relate the zonal functions to functions on [—1, 1]. Let Ip be the map

x-^-p-x of S onto [—1, 1]. If y is a zonal function, then by a previous remark/

is constant on each set Ip^(t),? 6 [—1> 1]> and hence there is a function on [—1, 1],

which we denote by </tpfi such that >l'Pf{t)=f{Ip1{t)). >l>p is a 1-1 map. By an

application of the Riesz representation theorem it is easily shown that the dual space

of C(S;p) is M(S;p), and we use this fact to give an implicit definition of the

convolution of zonal measures.

Definition. Suppose ¿n, v e M(S;p) then the map /-»- Js Js >¡>pf(x-y) dft(x) dv(y)

for/e C(S;p) defines a bounded linear functional on C(S;p) and thus there exists

a unique zonal measure li * v such that

fd((i*v)= <fipf(x-y)d[j,(x)dv(y).
Js Js Js

This convolution is commutative, distributive with addition; \\fj, * v\\ ̂  \\¡j,\\ \\v\\

and ¡jl, v^O implies ¡x * v^O and ¡|/x * v\\ = ||/xj| ||v||. There is an obvious imbedding

of Lx(S;p) in M(S;p), namely f^~m;, where dmf(x)=f(x) dx. Thus convolution

is defined in L1(5';/7), and gives absolutely continuous (<<w) measures which may

be taken as elements of ^(Sip), as the following results show:

Theorem 2a. Suppose f e L\S), lggâco, [C(S)] and ¡j.eM(S;p) then the

formula

f* M*) = jsf(y) d<pxn(y)

defines an element ofL"(S) [C(S)] with \\f* fi\\tu II/IUImII- Further if fis zonal then

so isf* ¡x, and mif,u) = mf * p. (mf * ¡j, is defined above.)

Corollary 2b. Suppose f e V-{S), g, he^iSip) then

(i)   g * h(x) = fs g(y)<pxh(y) dy = js >jjpg{p ■ y)<pph(y ■ x) dy,

(ii)   Mg * *X*i ■ *a) = S s <l>pg(xx ■ y)4>ph(y ■ x2) dy,

(iii) /* g(x) = jsf(y)<pxg(y) dy = jsf(y)i/>pg(x-y) dy,

(iv) Ra(f* g) = (Raf) * g for all a eG.

Further, convolution can be shown to be associative; in general, if/eL1(5'),

¡x, v e M(S;p) then/* (/* * v) = (f* ¿u) * v. Thus M{S;p) is a Banach algebra and

jL^OS; p) is a closed ideal in it.
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3. Related results. The convolution used here is a special case (at least for the

L1 and C cases) of the mutually independent results of Bochner [1] and Gel'fand

[5]. Bochner discovered a convolution structure for Z,1^— 1, 1], QA), for each A>0.

Recall from §1 that dQ.x{t) = ax{\ — t2)x~ll2dt. The resulting Banach algebra has

its complex homomorphisms given by f-> ¡1_1f(t)Pîi(t)dQ.h(t) « = 0,1,2,...

(Hirschman [8]). As mentioned above, the space of zonal functions on Sk is

isomorphic to Lx{[— 1, 1], ü(fc-1),2) and the "spherical" convolution is isomorphic

to Bochner's (for the case X = (k—1)/2).

Gel'fand's work concerns homogeneous spaces, and is discussed in Helgason's

book [6], to which the reader is referred for definitions. Briefly, let (G, K) be a

Riemannian symmetric pair (implying that G is a connected Lie group, K is a com-

pact subgroup, and there exists an involutive analytic automorphism of G leaving K

fixed), then the set of all continuous functions with compact support on G which

are bi-invariant under K forms a commutative algebra under addition and the

ordinary locally-compact group-theoretic convolution. In particular S*~

SOfc + 1/SC\. (i.e., S sG/Gp) so S is a homogeneous space, the space of right cosets of

Gp, p corresponding to Gp. The functions on G which are left-invariant under Gp

(f(a)=f(ßa) for all ßeGv) correspond to functions on S, while the bi-invariant

functions on G correspond to zonal functions. It is not hard to show that convolu-

tion on G when restricted to the bi-invariant functions gives rise to the same

operation on zonal functions as the "spherical" convolution.

4. Harmonic analysis of L1(5), Z^S; p) and M(S; p). We now need the ultra-

spherical polynomials, and they are defined by the relation

ThenP£(l) = l and \P*(t)\^\ for -lgrgl. Henceforth we set A = (&-l)/2; then

(Erdélyi [4]) the set {>f>~ 1P%: w = 0, 1, 2,...} forms a complete orthogonal set in

L2(S;p). [Note: >l>p1Píi(x)=Píi(p-x).] Suppose /u. e M(S;p), «=0,1, 2,..., then we

define the wth Gegenbauer coefficient ßn of ¡i by fin = jsPn(p-x) i//x(x), and for

feL\S;p) define /„ = /, P^(p ■ x)f(x) dx. Note \ßn\ S M and |/,| g 1/^.

By using the theory of spherical functions on homogeneous spaces [6] and E.

Cartan's [2] result that the {ip^Pn- « = 0, 1, 2,...} are the spherical functions on

S we obtain the formula :

f   P&x-ya) da = P^x-p)Pl{p -y)

for all x, y e S, where da is the normalized Haar measure of G„.

In turn this formula leads to the following: for /x, v e M(S;p)

(n * v)* = finCn       n = 0, 1, 2,...,
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so that the maps í¿-^£„ are complex homomorphisms of M(S;p). Hirschman's

work contains the fact that the maps/->/„ (feL1(S;p)) n = 0,1,2,... are exactly

the nontrivial complex homomorphisms of L1(S;p), thus the maximal ideal space

of L^Sïp) is homeomorphic to the space of nonnegative integers, since the

Gel'fand topology is obviously the discrete one.

We note that {fa1?*: n = 0, 1, 2,...} is dense in C(S;p) hence fin=0 for all n

implies /¿ = 0.

For functions in L}{S) we use the expansion in terms of components with

respect to the class of subspaces where each subspace consists of the restrictions to

Sk (the unit sphere in Rk + 1) of all the harmonic homogeneous polynomials in

Rfc+1 of fixed degree. The sum of these subspaces is dense inZ^S). For feL\S),

« = 0, 1, 2,..., we define /„(*)=/* <l>p-1PÁn(x)=$sf(y)PÍ.(x-y) dy. Given {/„}, /can

be reconstructed, in fact

where this series is summable, at least in the (C, k) sense, in the norm (Koschmieder

[9]).
4a. The main relations between convolution and the above expansion are as

follows: Let feL\S), geL\S;p), it e M(S;p), n=0, 1, 2,... then

(0   (f*g)ñ(x)=g,Jn(x),

(ii)  (/*A~(*)=£„/„(*),
(iii) gn(x)=gn>pp- iPlix)=gnP£(p ■ x),

0V) g = 2 ( HjkTT +l'#n!Ap"1-Pi summation as above.

4b. There exists a class {uv} of zonal functions, one for each neighborhood V

of 1 in [— 1, 1] which is an approximate identity for C(S;p) and Z^S;/»), that is,

uv^0, w„=0 off V, $suv(x)dx=\, and if fe C(S)[V-(S)] then \\f-f* uv\\ ->0 as

V contracts to 1 (using the appropriate norm).

5. Measures. A closer examination of the geometric effect of convolution

shows that the convolution of two continuous (zero on any countable set) measures

is absolutely continuous and this leads to the determination of all idempotent

zonal measures and of the maximal ideal space of M(S;p). Note that M(S;p)

has an algebraic identity, 8, the unit mass at p (i.e., S£=l if/?eZ% 0 if p $ E).

Let p be the antipodal point of p on S (p = —p in the Rk + 1-sense) and let M C(S ; p) =

{tte M(S;p): \p\{p,p} = 0}. This is exactly the set of continuous zonal measures

since the only countable set invariant under Gp is {p, p}.

Theorem 5a. Suppose ¡j.,ve MC(S; p), then At * v«m.
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Outline of the proof.

(i) If ¡x e M{S;p) has the property that fiE=Q whenever £ is a Borel set <^S

such that Ea = E for all a e Gp (i.e., xe eL\S;p)) and mE=0, then ^«m.

(ii) For such sets E, <I>pxe(í)=Q a.e. for — l^r^l. The above statements are

straightforward to prove.

(iii) For a Borel set E, such that xe eL\S;p) and fi, v e M(S;p)

!x*v(E)=      dfj.(x)     dv(y)       <jjpxE(xa-y)da.
Js Js Jgp

This is derived as follows: For/e C(S), ^ e M{S;p)

fdix =      d¡x(x)      f(xa) da
Js Js Jap

because

f (Raf)dn= f fd(Ra-^)= \ fdix
js js Js

for all a e Gp and hence

/<//*=(     da  I  f(xa) dp{x) =       d¡x{x)        f(xa) da.
Js Jap       Js Js JGp

Further if/e C(S;p) then

f fdfr * v) =  f   f 4-pAx-y) dL,{x) dv(y)
JS Js Js

=  f dv{y) f 4>pf{x-y) d¡x{x)
Js Js

=      My) |   d¡x{x)       >/>pf(xa-y)da,
Js Js Jgp

since *l>pf(x-y) is continuous in x for a fixed y. The formula is then extended to

Borel functions.

(iv) J"   <PPXE(x*-y)da = c j1 JpXE(st+[(l-s2)(l-t2)]ll2u)(l-uzyk-3^du

where s=px, t=py and c is a constant depending only on k. This formula is

derived by changing the integral over Gp to an integral over Sx'1={zeS:p-z =p • x},

a (k— l)-sphere, and using a spherical polar coordinate system for Sx~x.

(v) The above integral vanishes if s, r#l, — 1 and >Ppxe = 0 a.e.

(vi) If fi, v e Mc(5;p) and E as in (i) then p. * v(£) = 0 since j, t= 1 or — 1 only

for x, y=p or p where both ¡x and v have no mass.

By (vi) and (i) ¡x*v<i.m.
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Theorem 5b. Mc{S;p) is an ideal in M{S;p) and consists exactly of those n

satisfying ßn = o(l) as n -> oo.

Proof, (i) Let fx e MC(S; p), then /x2 ( = ¡x * ¡x) e L\S; p) and (ßn)2 = (p,2)~ ~> 0 as

«^ oo (Gel'fand representation theorem for L1(S; p)), hence ßn = o(\) as n -> oo.

(ii) Let ¡x g A/(S; p) and suppose /ln = o(l) as « -^ oo. Let S' be the unit mass at

p, then every llgM(S;p) has a unique representation as ¡x = a8 + b8' + ixc where

a, b e C and /¿c e A/c(5'; /?). Note that

(sx = Js (^-i/jí) d&' = K^m = pnA(-1) - (- ir,

so ßn = a + b{- l)n + (itc)~. As « -> co, £„ -> 0 and (/xc)~ -î-O; hence a = Z> = Oand

LieMc{S;p).    Q.E.D.

Theorem 5c. Tfte se? of nontrivial complex homomorphisms of M(S; p) consists

of the set {Hn: n = 0, 1,2,.. ■ }[Hn(ix)=ßn] and two other maps HE and H0 which

both vanish on Mc(S;p) and are given by: HE([x) = Li{p} + fx{p}, H0(fx) = Li{p} — fx{p}.

(E and O stand for even and odd, respectively.) Further the maximal ideal space is

compact in the Gel'fand {weak) topology, and limn_ M H2n = HE, limn_ M H2n +1 = H0.

All the points Hn are isolated.

Proof. Let H be a nontrivial complex homomorphism of M(S; p), then either

(i) H(y)^0 for some v e Mc(S;p), or (ii) H(Mc) = 0.

Case (i): Since L1(S;p) is a subalgebra of M(S;p) and g = v * v eL1(S;p) we

have H(g)^0 and thus H is nontrivial on L1(S;p). It is known [8] that

{Hn: n = 0, 1,2,...} is the set of all complex homomorphisms of L1(S;p) hence

there is an integer n^O such that H(f) = fn for &WfeL1(S;p). L1(S;p) is an ideal

in M(S; p) so that for each ¡x e M(S; p), ¡x* ge L1(S;p) and

H(fx) =  Hfr * g),IH(g) =  0* * g)nlgn = ßn,

so H=Hn.

Case (ii): Represent^ e M(S; p) as fx = a8 + b8' + [xc where a, beC,¡xce Mc(S;p).

Then, by hypothesis, H(fx) = aH(8) + bH(8'). Since 8 is the identity, //(§)= 1, and

since 8' * S' = 5, H(8')= ± 1. To prove 8' * 8'= 8 we observe that for any/e C(S;p)

f /</(8' * «') =  f   f ^/(*-¿> rfS'W ¿S'OO
•'S J S  J S

= &,/(!) =/(/>) = J/rfS.
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Let HE be defined by HE(fx) = a + b (i.e., HE(8')=l) and H0 as H0(ix) = a — b (i.e.,

H0(8') = - 1). For each /x e M(S;p),

H2n{¡x) = aH2n{8) + bH2n{h') + H2n{p.c) = a + b + hxJZ^a + b = //£(/x)

as n-^cc and 7/2n + ̂ /ix) = a - ¿> + (¿Oín +1 -^a — b = H0(¡x) as n->cc, hence //B

and //0 are complex homomorphisms.

Idempotent measures.

Theorem 5d. The set of idempotent zonal measures is in 1-1 correspondence

with the set of all continuous functions from the maximal ideal space of M(S; p)

into {0, 1}.

Proof. For ¡xeM(S;p), let fi denote the Gel'fand transform of ¡x, that is,

ß{H) = H(fx) for each H in the maximal ideal space, then fi is a continuous function.

If further /x * /x = xx then (fi)2=fi, so fi takes its values in {0, 1}.

Conversely let <p be a continuous function from the maximal ideal space into

{0, 1}, then since lim,,^ <p{H2n) = <p{HE), lim^» <p{H2n + 1) = <p{H0) and {0, 1} is

discrete, it follows that <p(H2n) = y{HE) and <p(H2n + 1) = (p(Ho) for all but a finite

number of integers n. There are four cases for the pair (<p(HE), <p(H0)), namely (1)

(1, 1), (2) (1,0), (3) (0, 1), (4) (0,0). Define the measures ^ = 8, ^ = ^8+^8',

^=48-¿8', ¿x4 = 0, then (^(H^) = (ftr(//£) and (ixjr(H2n + 1) = (fx,r(H0) for

all «,7=1, 2, 3, 4. Suppose y is in casey, then <p — (jx^T is zero for all but a finite

number of points Hn. There is a continuous zonal measure A (corresponding to a

polynomial) such that <p — (^)^ = A everywhere, hence <p = (/ty)^ + A. Let fx = nj + A,

then /i = 93 and /x * ¿x = ¿x.    Q.E.D.

Remark. The theorem can be stated as follows: To any sequence {c„}c{fj, 1}

which is of period 2 for all but a finite number of places there exists an idempotent

zonal measure ll, such that/xn = cn for all n, and this exhausts all idempotent zonal

measures.

6. Sidon sets. Let E^{0, 1,2,...} then C(E) denotes the space of all bounded

functions on E, and C0(E) denotes the space of all (bounded) functions on E

tending to zero at infinity. We say fis a Sidon set forZ,1^; p) if for every <p e C0(E)

there corresponds a zonal function/such that fn = <p(n) for all ne E. (This definition

is motivated by the concept of a Sidon set for a compact abelian group [10, p. 121].)

Theorem 6. The following statements are equivalent:

(a) E is a Sidon set.

(b) To every <pe C{E) there corresponds a zonal measure /x {i.e., ¡xe M(S;p))

such that fin = cp(n) for all ne E.

(c) E is finite.
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Proof, (a) implies (b) : Assume (a), then for every <p e C0(E) there exists an

feL\S;p) such that /„=?>(") for all neE and MUal/IL^H/li. Let Z/ =
{feL1(S;p):fn = 0 for all n e E}, which is a closed subspace of L1(S;p). Then by

hypothesis L1(S;p)¡L' is isomorphic to C0(E) and by the closed graph theorem

the map is continuous. The definition of the quotient norm shows that there exists

a constant B, depending only on E, such that to each <p e C0(E) there corresponds

a function/eZ,1(,S;/>) with /„ = ?(«) for all n e E and ||/||1^5||9>||,„. Let a e C(E),

then there is a sequence {9^:7=1, 2,.. .}cC0(£) with q>¡ tending to a pointwise

as./-» 00 and H^H«, ̂  |M|». By the above remarks there is a sequence

{f»:j= 1,2,...}<^L\S;p)

such that ¡/«'Hi^Äll^ll^ á-B||a|U and (/0))C = <?>/«) for all neE. A subsequence

of {/0)} converges *-weakly to a measure /x s M(S;p) and hence for each (¡e£,

/ln = limy (/0))iT = hm, <p/«)= "(.")• Thus (b) holds.

(b) implies (c) : We suppose E is infinite and prove it cannot have property (b).

E contains an infinite subset of the even integers or of the odd integers, say of the

even integers. By 5c lim,,-.,*, ß2n exists for all ¡x e M(S; p) but then limn_„.2ne£ ß2n

exists and there are functions <p e C(E) such that lim„_ „ .2neE <p(2n) does not exist

(similarly if E contains an infinite subset of the odd integers).

(c) implies (a): Let

a polynomial.    Q.E.D.

II. Rotation-Commuting Operators on C(S), L\S) and LX(S)

7. Introduction. Suppose .that T is a linear transformation defined on some

subspace of Z1(S), such as C(S) or L^^S), with its range a subspace of Z1^),

and there is a sequence of complex numbers {tn: n = 0, 1, 2,...} such that

(Tf)ñ(x) = tnfn(x) for all n, then we say T is a multiplier transformation. We

observe that for all ae G, (Raf)ñ = Raifn), since

(RJ)ñ(x) = J" Raf(y)Pi(x-y)dy = ffWPÎÇx-ya-^dy =/»(*«) = Rjn(x),

for all/eZ,1^), almost all xeS. Thus a multiplier transformation commutes

with all rotations, since

(RaTf)ñ (x) = (Tf)~ (xa) = tnRjn(x) = tn(Raf)~ (x) = (TRaf); (x)

for all n, and so RaTf= TRaf (see §4). An important type of multiplier trans-

formation is that of convolution with some fixed element of M(S;p) or ^(Sip).
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Let F be a Banach space of functions on S, and let Ba(F) be the space of bounded

linear transformations of F into itself which commute with all rotations. We will

show that all elements of B^L^S)), BG(C(S)), and those of 5C(L00(S')) which are

multiplier transformations, arise from convolution with an element of M(S;p).

The map f—> Tuf=f * fx for a fixed xx e M(S;p) is a bounded multiplier trans-

formation for Lq(S), 1 ̂ qS<x>, and C(S) (see 2a and 4a(ii)).

8. The case C(S).

Theorem 8. There is a Banach algebra isomorphism between M(S;p) and

Ba(C(S)), given by ii^-T^ (Tuf=f* /x, for all fe C(S)). Thus each element of

BG(C(S)) is a multiplier transformation.

Proof. From 2a and 4a(ii) we have (Tuf)~(x)=ßnfn(x) for all n and IT^/H«,^

||/x|| Il/Il«,, hence Tu e Ba(C(S)) and \\TU\\ ^ ||/x||. It will suffice to show that for each

TeBG(C(S)) there exists /xe M(S;p) such that T=TU and ||/x|j ̂  ||r||. Let

T e BG(C(S)). For each x e S, the map/-> Tf(x) is a bounded linear functional on

C(S), hence by the Riesz representation theorem there exists a measure mx e M(S),

with \\mx\\ S \\T\\ such that Tf(x)=jsf(y) dmx(y). Since Te BG(C(S)) we must have

TRa=RaT for all a e G, so for all/e C(S), xeS,

TRJ{x) =  f Raf(y) dmx(y) =  [ f{y) dR^mx{y),
Js Js

RaTf(x) = Tf(xa) = jsf(y) dmxa(y),

hence R¿ ímx = mxa. Let ¡x = mp, then if a e Gp, Rap = mpa- i = mp = [x so /x e M(S ; /?).

Further mpa = R~1mp = R~1¡x = <ppa¡x for all a e G. Thus

2/00 = J f(y)d<PxKy) - /*/*(*) = ̂ «/W>

and ||/x|| ̂  ||r||. Combining this with the previous result, we see that the map

¡x^-Tu is onto and isometric. By the associative law 2b, T^Ty = Tv,ß, and hence

BG(C(S)) is a commutative Banach algebra.   Q.E.D.

9. The case ¿"(.S).   The main result will follow from several lemmas.

Lemma 9a. Suppose feLœ(S) and has the property that for all e>0, there is a

neighborhood U of the identity in G such that \\f—Rccf\\ « < efor all aeU, then there

is a unique fc e C(S) withf=fc a.e.
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Proof. Iff exists then it is unique. Let uv run through an approximate identity

in ^(Sip) (see 4b). Then the set {f*uv} is bounded by ||/||«„ and is an equi-

continuous family, as the following argument shows : Let e > 0, then there exists a

neighborhood U of the identity G such that ||/— Raf\\ a. < « for all a e U. Then

\f*u(x)-f*u(xa)\ =       f(y)<PPu(x-y)dy-    f(y)>l>Pu(xa-y)dy
I Js Js

-I f lf(y)-f(y«)Wpu(x-y)dy
I Js

\\f-Raf\U«\\l<t-

Thus by Ascoli's theorem {/* uv) contains a subsequence converging to a function

fc e C(S). We show that ¡|/-/c||<x, =0 by proving \\f—f* uv\\x -> 0 as V contracts

to 1. For almost all x

\f(x)-f*uv(x)\ = js[f(x)-f(yWMxy)dy S   essup   \f(x)-f(y)\.
{y:x -yeV)

Here we need a remark about uniform structures on S. Let U and V be neighbor-

hoods of the identity in G, and of 1 in [—1, 1] respectively, and let

Us — {(x, y): y = xa some a e U}   and

Vs = {(x,y):x-yeV}.

Then each of the set of all such Us and the set of all such Vs is a set of basic en-

tourages for a uniform structure on S, which generates the ordinary topology on

S, thus the two are equivalent, since S is compact.

Now let U be as in the start of the proof, then there is a neighborhood V of 1

in [—1, 1] such that Ksc Us, then \f{x)-f* uv(x)\ <e for almost all x.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 9b. Suppose Te BG(Lm(S)), fe C(S), then there exists g e C(S) such that

Tf=g a.e., that is, T maps C(S) into C(S).

Proof. Given e>0, by the uniform continuity of/there exists a neighborhood

U of the identity in G such that ||/-JRa/|ot)<£/||r|| for all ae U. Then

iiTf-uTf)ii«o = w-TRju = \\T(/-Raf)u ê imi Wf-RJU < e

for all ae U. Thus 7/ satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 9a and the proof is

finished.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 9c. Suppose 7,e5G(L"(5')) and is a multiplier transformation, then

T= Tu for some /x e M(S;p).

Proof. By 9b and 8 there exists /x e M(S; p) such that Tf=f* ¡x for all/e C(S).

Thus (Tf)~(x)=ßJn(x) for all n, for all/e C(S), but by hypothesis (Tf)~(x) =

tnfrlx), so rn=/xn for all n, and T=TU.   Q.E.D.
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10. The case L\S). We will investigate the restriction of TeS^L^S)) to

L1(S; p) and will show that T is a multiplier transformation, which arises from

convolution with a measure, by a theorem analogous to one of Helson [7].

Theorem 10a. Suppose Te 5G(Z1(5')), then T maps ^(Sip) into itself and is a

multiplier transformation on L1(S;p).

Proof. First we show that TfeL^Sip) if fe L\S;p). Let<*eG„ then RaTf=

TRaf=Tf To show T is a multiplier transformation on L1(S;p) we need the

relation (7/) * g =f * (Tg) for all / g eL1(S;p); for then, taking Gegenbauer

coefficients, we obtain (Tf)^gn=fn(Tg)^. Thus {TJXlf* (/n#0) is a constant tn

independent of/ and hence (Tf)~(x) = (Tf)^p1P^x) = tnUp-1Pi(x) = tJn(x).

For later use, we actually show that T(f*g)=f* Tg for/eZ1^), ge^iSip).

Following a technique of Rudin [10, p. 74], we take a fixed b eL^iS) and define

a bounded linear functional on L1^) by/-» fs (Tf)b dm. Thus there exists ß eLm(S)

such that Js (Tf)b dm = js fß dm. Let fe Z.l(5), g e L\S; p) and note that T<pxg=

<pxTg for all xeS, since TRa = RaT for all a e G, and if heL\S;p) then

<pyh{x) = il>ph{x-y) = <pxh(y).

f (/* 7g)Z> dm = f 2>(x) ¿x f f(y)<pxTg(y) dy
Js Js Js

- f 6« áx f /UtoyTgix) dy
Js Js

- f(y) dy     b(x)<pyTg(x) dx       (Fubini's theorem)

= f f(y) dy f ß(x)9yg(x) dx
Js Js

= f ß(x) dx f f(y)<pxg(y) dy
Js Js

= f (f*gXx)ß(x)dx = f T(f*g)bdm.
Js Js

This holds for all bsLm{S), hence/* Tg=T(f* g). The commutativity of Z,1^;/?)

finishes the proof.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 10b. Suppose T is a bounded multiplier transformation of Ll(S;p)

into V-(S;p), then T=Tlifor some ¡x e M(S;p).
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Proof. For each n, let (Tf)~ = tJn, for all/e L\S;p). Since [-1,1] is separable,

there is a countable approximate identity (see 4b) {u<n:j= 1,2,...}, such that for

any fe L\S; p),f* u°> ̂ /(L1) asy^co, and ||«(i)||i = l. The set {TuU):j= 1,2,...}

is bounded in the L^norm by \\T\\, and hence some subsequence of it converges

weak-* (in the dual of C(S;p)) to a measure ¡x e M(S;p) with ||/x|| ̂  \\T\\. By drop-

ping some terms and reindexing we may assume TuU) -»■ /x (weak-*). That is, for

each fe C(S;p), §sfTuU) dm -> J"s fd¡x as j -> co. In particular let /= </>" ^¿J, and

then (TuU))n -*■ /xn, i.e., rn(«a,)r -»■ An as y^-oo. Since {wW)} is an approximate

identity (w(í))¡T -»■ 1 as./-»- 00 for each n. Hence tn=ßn, and ||/x|| ̂  ||r||.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 10c. There is a Banach algebra isomorphism between M{S\p) and

BG{L\S)), given by /x -»• Tu. Thus each element of 5G(L1(5)) is a multiplier trans-

formation.

Proof. Let TeB^L^S)). By 10a and 10b there is a ¡xeM(S;p) such that

Tf=f* ¡x for all/eZ,1^;/?), and ||/x|j ̂  ||r||. Let {«„} be an approximate identity,

feL\S), then T(f* uv) -> TflL1) since T is bounded. By the relation proved in

10a r(/* uv)=f* Tuv=f* (uv * /x) = (/* m„) * /x ->/* /x as F contracts to 1. Hence

7/=/* /x for all/eL1(S')- The remaining assertions of the theorem are proved as

in 8.   Q.E.D.

11. Rotation-commuting projections. The elements of BG(C(S)), BG(L\S)), and

those of BaiL^iS)) which are multiplier transformations, which are projections,

are the idempotents (T2 = T) and correspond to idempotent zonal measures. By

Theorem 5d these must satisfy ßN+1 =ßN+3= • • • and/xw=/xí,+2= • • • for some N,

and /xn=0 or 1 for all n, and all such possibilities arise.

This also characterizes the rotation-invariant subspaces which are ranges of

bounded projections, since by a theorem of Rudin [11], if Y is the image of a

bounded projection and Y is invariant under G, then Y is the image of a bounded

projection which commutes with all elements of G.
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